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Abstract— International Direct Dialing (IDD) is one of the services based on the Telecommunications
Operator clear channel access and Voice over IP (VoIP). In running this business, Operators face Grey Op-
erators who do illegal practices by passing traf ic of international incoming call without going through the
of icial international service providers called Fraud Subscriber IdentityModule Box (SIMBOX). The impacts
of this practice are not only the revenue decline, but SIMBOX also provides less good image for the operator
because of the low quality service. Some operators have made efforts to implement the mitigation of traf-
ic SIMBOX fraud detection system. This study aims to improve the detection of fraud traf ic and maintain
the quality of service. This study redesigns the existing SIMBOX fraud detection system to become a dy-
namic detection system by adding a dynamic control algorithm and is simulated using MATLAB simulation
approach. A dynamic system is indispensable as there are various fraud traf ic low pro iles that always
change and could not be predicted. The results of this study indicate that fraud detection SIMBOX could
be improved up to 5,000% and could increase potential revenue to $ 2 billion per month. Thus the fraud
detection SIMBOX dynamic system will provide greater detection results than the previous system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fraud traf ic is a challenge that must be faced in the
telecommunications business [1-5]. One is fraud on voice
traf ic termination that is often called SIMBOX fraud as ille-
gal activity on the network (mobile). As a result, mobile op-
erators around the world lose billions (approximately 3%
of revenues) each year [1]. One scenario calls fraud commit-
ted are hijacking international call termination and trans-
ferring them via the Internet to mobile devices as shown in
Figure 1. [1].

Of icial calls from Country A (Alice) and Country B
(Bob) in Figure 1.1 should pass through the green line with
international interconnection tariffs in accordance with the
agreed global operator. But in reality, the route of operator
A network is dircected through the Internet (VoIP) at very
low rates. In Country B, call is injected back into the opera-
tor's network using SIMBOX device with the same SIM card

that is used to call on the operator B and resulting in On
Net local call (same operator) or off net that is running the
speci ic business scheme with a cheaper price. In this way,
SIMBOX operator gains pro it from high prices of interna-
tional termination by just paying a cheap price of domestic
calls through the operator B.

Fig. 1 . International fraud incoming call scenario
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The detailed losses suffered by Operator include:
• Revenue Loss for both operators of IDD service providers
and operators as termination (end operator).
• Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) is not according to plan, be-
cause this SIMBOX Fraudster can be mobilized easily so it
will burden certain BTS and then burden the other BTS.
• The decline in Quality of Services and Image of Operator
as network operators experience congestion resulting in
customer complaints due to the dif iculty in making a call.

One drop in revenue as a result of this fraud can be
seen from the decline in the production of one of the incom-
ing international Global Partners X as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 . The decrease in production due to SIMBOX traf ic [7]

II. INTERCONNECTION AND FRAUD DETECTION

Interconnection is the interconnection between
telecommunication networks of different telecommunica-
tion network operators. Interconnection between telecom-
munications operators must be implemented in Indonesia
to provide assurance to users to access telecommunications
services.

A. Point of Interconnection (PoI)

In Telecommunication Networks, Point of Intercon-
nection (PoI) is themeetingpoint between two (2)Telecom-
munications Operators that interconnects them. Techni-
cally, the junction is in the established network Digital Dis-
tribution Frame (DDF) Central Gateway (SG) Telecommu-
nications Operators used to channel all traf ic interconnec-
tions that occur or occur elsewhere by agreement of the
parties. Through the PoI, all contracted traf ics are dis-
tributed.

B. Cost of Interconnection

Interconnection costs arising from Interconnection
Service are based on call-per-call (call by call basis). In ad-
dition, the cost of interconnection opens the possibility for
adjustment of Interconnection fee on the basis of economic
value which is determined based on the committed amount
/ volume capacity and amount / volume of traf ic.

C. Fraud Detection System

When there is communication between the Opera-
tor (operator) network with other networks without going
through the operator PoI and free of charge interconnec-
tion, then there is a fraud as in the case of incoming inter-
national services above. In the effort of minimizing the risk,
some operators have been implementing a fraud detection
systemmodel through dummy call.

The algorithm used to detect fraud traf ic is to pro-
vide a device Call Traf ic Generator and some domestic SIM
Card carriers that are used as the originating number (A #).
These devices perform a dummy call every day that is ixed
with a determined schedule. Call is routed towards Global
Partner that acts as Huber Tier-1 and then supplied to Hu-
ber Tier-2 or Tier-3. Call traf ic is distributed by Huber
Tier-2 or Tier-3 to SIMBOX operator via the internet link
access with large capacity that is leased from Network Ac-
cess Provider (NAP) or the Internet Service Provider (ISP).
Call traf ic from SIMBOX enters the terminating number (B
#), and then it is captured by the receiver and monitoring
system. The next process is verifying the numbers from call
traf ic, and if the numbers are not the same as the originat-
ing number (A #) that have been generated before, then the
numbers are con irmed as the numbers of fraud used by
SIMBOX Operator and then those numbers are blocked[6].

D. Fraud Traf ic Flow

The amount of fraud traf ic has changing patterns. Fraud
traf ic happens because of cooperation via internet traf ic
routing between global carriers and domestic carriers in
the termination state (destination). Usually traf ic fraud
scheme is carried out based on certain business scheme
within a speci ied period. This causes traf ic routing pat-
terns of fraud vary widely, in order to meet committed vol-
ume, global carriers can deliver traf ic fraud in large num-
bers within a certain period.
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III. DYNAMIC SYSTEM’S DESIGN

A dynamic system is designed by adding a dynamic
control algorithm. In this algorithm, each dummy call sent
within t minutes will change if traf ic fraud condition that
occurs also changes as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3 . Dynamic process system block design

A. Model Simulation

By sampling the dummy call which is sent and is
injected as fraud, the number of dummy calls that are
sent can then be created for the transfer function (method
ARMAX)[8-11]. MATLAB simulation model is shown in Fig-
ure.4.

Fig. 4 . System simulation Model with MATLAB 2015

B. Traf ic Fraud Flow Pro ile

Traf ic fraud low pro ile that was tested in this ex-
periment shows 6 pro iles as follows:

Fig. 5 . Fraud-1 pro ile

Fig. 6 . Fraud-2 pro ile

Fig. 7 . Fraud-3 Pro ile

Fig. 8 . Fraud-4 pro ile
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Fig. 9 . Fraud-5 pro ile

Fig. 10 . Fraud-6 pro ile

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The results of the simulation of dynamic systems
against fraud pro ile-1 can be seen as in Figure 11.

Fig. 11 . Existing system detection result

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the simulation re-
sults of the detection of fraud against fraud-1 low pro-
ile. The blue line represents the number of dummy calls
generated from the system, the yellow line represents the
detectedmodel of fraud traf ic low and the orange line rep-
resents the maximum fraud that is detected (the number of
fraud traf ic itself). In Figure 12, it is shown that the pa-
rameters of dummy call on the existing system are set 40
calls per 3 minutes, so that the maximum chance of traf ic
fraud that is able to be detected was 4,000 calls (40 calls /
t x 100t), according to the number of dummy calls sent (or-
ange lines). With the amount of traf ic fraud amounting to
222,121 calls, the loss opportunity for fraud that occurred
was 218,121 calls.

With the implementing of the new system as shown
inFigure12, dummycall sentwill be continuously improved
in line with the amount of fraud detected. It is seen in
the picture on the t-13, the number of dummy calls sent
is greater than the amount of fraud that occurs so that there
is a maximum chance of detecting the entire fraud low
of traf ic being streamed. In this condition, the amount of
traf ic fraud that is able to be detected amounted to 209,970
calls, an increase in the number of detected fraud is 205,970
calls, or there is an increase up to 5,097% so that loss of op-
portunity that happens could be reduced to 12,151 calls.

Fig. 12 . Results of dynamic detection system

V. CONCLUSION

From the results of simulation and analysis, we con-
cluded that fraud detection SIMBOX dynamic systems can
improve system performance by providing larger fraud de-
tection results. Detection results of the existing system and
dynamic pro ile fraud-1 to 6 can be seen in Table 1
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON RESULTS OF EXISTING (FIXED) SYSTEM DETECTION (BEFORE IMPROVEMENT) AND DYNAMIC (AFTER IMPROVEMENT)

Before Improvement (Fixed Syatem) After Imprfovement (Dynamic System)
Fraud Pro ile Total Fraud Call Dummy Call Fraud Detection Max Probability Dummy Call Fraud Detection Max Probability % of Detected fraud
Pro il-1 222.121 4.000 ( ixed 40 call per 3 menit) 4.000 2% 286.691(dinamik per 3 menit) 209.970 95% 5 097%
Pro il-2 12.734 4.000 ( ixed 40 call per 3 menit) 3.730 29% 16.721(dinamik per 3 menit) 12.195 96% 227%
Pro il-3 7.995 4.000 ( ixed 40 call per 3 menit) 3.636 45% 9.655(dinamik per 3 menit) 7.051 88% 94%
Pro il-4 6.131 4.000 ( ixed 40 call per 3 menit) 3.401 55% 7.948(dinamik per 3 menit) 5.812 95% 71%
Pro il-5 7.786 4.000 ( ixed 40 call per 3 menit) 3.461 44% 10.519(dinamik per 3 menit) 7.786 100% 125%
Pro il-6 87.910 4.000 ( ixed 40 call per 3 menit) 3.963 5% 101.423(dinamik per 3 menit) 74.947 86% 1768%
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